Consulting

NAFTA Management Programs
Let us guide you through the complexities
of the NAFTA management process
The convoluted, multi-layered complexities of the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA) can seem an overwhelming obstacle to your business,
particularly if it’s not your passion. But with Cole International to guide you smoothly
through the complicated compliance process, you’ll see the obstacles disappear.
Our compliance professionals are well versed in the ins and outs of the NAFTA
Agreement so you don’t have to be. Cole International offers you a comprehensive
and compliance-focused approach with two levels of service – full and basic – to
suit your company’s needs.

Acquisition and Maintenance Program (Full)
This full-service program is designed for clients with regular, high-volume imports
from vendors in Mexico and the United States. Cole International manages the
complete process on your behalf. Services include:
xx Providing a single point of contact for
all NAFTA related issues
xx Reviewing suppliers’ certificates
and seeking corrective action where
necessary
xx Providing technical support

xx Updating your client database
xx Maintaining certificates
xx Identifying potential refunds
xx Providing customized reports
xx Invoicing annually

Limited Service Program (Basic)
For importers with the internal resources to properly manage and administer the
NAFTA process, Cole International designed a basic service program to monitor
certificates. Services include:
xx Notifying importers when certificates have not been received
xx Reviewing suppliers’ certificates and seeking corrective action where necessary
xx Invoicing monthly
Cole International also offers a waiver if you prefer to work directly with your
suppliers and manage your own NAFTA certificates.

Benefits
xx Eliminates noncompliance issues in the NAFTA management process
xx Expedites the NAFTA management process
xx Provides access to NAFTA management specialists to guide you through the process

For more information please contact your Account Representative.
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